showed normal foveal depression with a detached internal limiting membrane (ILM) at and temporal to the fovea [ Figure 2a ]. The posterior hyaloid was detached at the posterior pole but attached to the optic disc [ Figure 2a ]. Another SD-OCT image captured along the smaller axis of the elevation showed a sub-ILM cavity [ Figure 2b ] and localized hyaloid separation [ Figure 2b ]. Complete blood cell count, blood pressure, and blood sugar levels were normal. A review of records showed that the patient had received a diagnosis of sub-hyaloid or sub-ILM bleed (Valsalva retinopathy) 3 months ago.
DISCUSSION
Valsalva retinopathy is characterized by unilateral loss of vision due to a sub-ILM bleed following episodes of vomiting, coughing, or Valsalva maneuver. [1] The bleed typically resolves after 3-4 months, or following Nd-YAG [2] or argon laser [3] membranotomy, leaving a sub-ILM cavity. Sub-ILM hemorrhage may also be caused by proliferative diabetic retinopathy, anemia, thrombocytopenia, leukemia, subarachnoid hemorrhage (Terson syndrome), hypertension, ruptured retinal artery macroaneurysm, trauma, or shaken baby syndrome.
[1] Sub-ILM cavity or ILM detachment may also occur in vitreomacular traction, retinitis, [4] or may not have an identifiable cause. [5] J Ophthalmic Vis Res 2018; 13 (1) This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 License, which allows others to remix, tweak, and build upon the work non-commercially, as long as the author is credited and the new creations are licensed under the identical terms.
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The exact level of the fluid at the posterior pole may be difficult to ascertain on slit lamp biomicroscopy. Fluid under the ILM forming a sub-ILM cavity may be confused with fluid under the neurosensory retina, which is observed in CSCR. However, the level of deposited pigments can be determined as preretinal, indicating preretinal pathology. OCT is diagnostic in such cases, and reveals the ILM separation, cavity formation, and absence of a neurosensory detachment. In this case, FFA did not reveal any leakage suggestive of CSCR.
Although clearing of blood from the fovea resulted in gradual visual recovery, a sub-ILM cavity formed. The clinical clues for the diagnosis of a resolving Valsalva retinopathy in this patient included a history of vomiting episodes at onset, an oval shaped lesion straddling the superotemporal arcade, and collection of preretinal brownish pigments at the margin of the cavity. Although CSCR and a sub-ILM cavity may appear similar on a cursory clinical examination, and both may resolve with time, detailed clinical examination, FFA, and SD-OCT can help differentiate the two entities.
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